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·1· · · · MS. WHITE: Again and welcome to the Detroit Board of

·2· ·Police Commissioners meeting. Good afternoon again

·3· ·honorable Board AC Bettison DPD executives and community

·4· ·and staff. Today’s date is Thursday February 25, 2021 and

·5· ·please note the following Zoom reminders for your

·6· ·consideration. A message regarding zoom policies:

·7· ·attendees do not need to identify themselves unless they

·8· ·would like to make a comment. Attendees can phone in to

·9· ·the meeting and phone numbers will be masked by zoom.

10· · · · If attendees join in by computer without a zoom

11· ·account, they may be prompted for a name and email. The

12· ·email is not visible to panelists or attendees. This is a

13· ·prompt from zoom, not the city of Detroit. Additionally,

14· ·the email address does not need to be your true email

15· ·address. It can be none@none.com or anything similar will

16· ·be fine for logging in.

17· · · · A reminder about the meeting forum. As a reminder,

18· ·please adhere to the Board's Bylaws and zoom's policies

19· ·of using this forum appropriately. Failure to adhere to

20· ·the policies will result in dismissal from the meeting.

21· ·Accessing zoom platforms requires adherence to all

22· ·policies.

23· · · · To reach the Board’s administrative office please

24· ·adhere to the following. The BOPC contact information for

25· ·administration, please dial (313) 596-1830, or you may



·1· ·email the board of police commissioners at

·2· ·bopc@DetroitMi.gov. Regarding complaint investigations,

·3· ·to file a non-criminal complaint; Please contact the

·4· ·office of the chief investigator. The 24-hour complaint

·5· ·line is as follows, (313) 596-2499. The fax number is

·6· ·(313) 596-2482. And please visit the board’s website at

·7· ·detroitmi.gov/BOPC.

·8· · · · Regarding BOPC information resources, please visit

·9· ·the city’s website at detroitmi.gov/BOPC for the meeting

10· ·calendar minutes, reports, presentations, draft policy

11· ·directives, video links and much more. Please also join

12· ·the email list for weekly agendas. Please email the board

13· ·at BOPC@Detroitmi.gov, or you may call (313) 596-1830 and

14· ·provide your email address to get the draft agenda, which

15· ·is distributed each Tuesday to some 360 people. Please

16· ·also subscribe to GovDelivery where there are over 5,800

17· ·people now receive BOPC news alerts and draft agendas.

18· ·Please also sign up on the Detroitmi.gov homepage for

19· ·more information, and also note the BOPC Zoom link and

20· ·other information is also available on the board’s

21· ·website as well as board's Facebook page.

22· · · · Regarding public comments instructions, the virtual

23· ·meeting will use a forum for public comments and you can

24· ·sign up on Smartsheet without an email address and that

25· ·Smartsheet is available on the board’s website. The board



·1· ·of police commissioners allows one hour from 3:00 to 4:00

·2· ·PM for the public to request to speak during public

·3· ·comments or oral communications on the agenda. To make a

·4· ·request without Smartsheet, meeting participants may use

·5· ·the "raise hand" icon on the website, or they may press

·6· ·star nine (*9)· on the telephone.

·7· · · · Regarding important reminders for public comments.

·8· ·Upon joining the meeting, participants will join the

·9· ·meeting muted. Please do not start your video unless

10· ·invited to do so by the host. Video, images, or

11· ·unprotected speech deemed inappropriate by the Chair will

12· ·result in your dismissal from the meeting. And please

13· ·remember that you may complete the Smartsheet form. You

14· ·may use the Zoom controls on your computer screen “raise

15· ·hand,” or you may dial star nine (*9) from a mobile

16· ·device. You may use any one of these options by 4:00 PM

17· ·to be acknowledged for public comments.

18· · · · And lastly, each speaker will have two minutes

19· ·during public comment to speak. The BOPC staff will

20· ·acknowledge each speaker. We ask that you remain

21· ·respectful and professional and refrain from violating

22· ·the Board's Bylaws, zoom's terms of services, and other

23· ·relevant laws and ordinances, which are posted on all

24· ·meeting access forums.

25· · · · At this time, please silence your phones and other



·1· ·background sounds to prevent interrupting the meeting.

·2· ·Thank you and also honorable board you have received

·3· ·several email correspondences leading up to today’s

·4· ·meeting and some of those correspondences are from the

·5· ·City’s Law Department, the office of the inspector

·6· ·general and other entities. So please note that

·7· ·information is in your email inbox.

·8· · · · And at this time now Chair Bell.

·9· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: I'm going to call the meeting to

10· ·order. As I stated earlier to some of the Commissioners,

11· ·I'm not going to be able to do a whole lot of talking.

12· ·Some of you are probably happy to hear that. I've been

13· ·fighting a little mild cold. I'm might have to mute

14· ·myself. I'll have to take the cough drop out of - you

15· ·know how that goes. So just bear with me. We're going to

16· ·have an invocation by Chaplain Holley, and you can

17· ·properly give your full name, please. I didn't catch that

18· ·first part of it, sir.

19· · · · CHAPLAIN ALI: As-salamu Alaykum, peace and blessings

20· ·be upon you all and good afternoon. Chaplain Mohammed

21· ·Ali.

22· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Good afternoon. Thank you.

23· · · · CHAPLAIN ALI: Let us pray. [Foreign Phrase in

24· ·Arabic] In the name of God, the most compassionate, the

25· ·most merciful. Lord, we are gathered here today with



·1· ·humble hearts committed to do your work. We asked you to

·2· ·bless this meeting and those present here today with

·3· ·guidance, wisdom, clarity, and good judgment in our words

·4· ·and actions. And finally, in the words of Prophet Moses,

·5· ·we ask you to bless our intentions and ease our tests and

·6· ·untie the knot from our tongues so that we may better

·7· ·understand each other. For all praise and glory is due to

·8· ·you. Amen.

·9· · · · ALL: Amen.

10· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Amen. Thank you. Introduction of

11· ·the Commissioners. We will start with our Vice-Chair.

12· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: Thank you, Chair Bell. Yes, Annie

13· ·Holt. Good afternoon to the Honorable Board of Police

14· ·Commissioners of the City of Detroit. And of course, our

15· ·men and women in blue, Detroit Police Department. I am

16· ·Annie Holt, Commissioner, Vice-Chair, At Large.

17· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you. District 1.

18· · · · COMMISSIONER BROWN: Afternoon, everyone. This is

19· ·Commissioner Darryl Brown representing District 1.

20· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you. 2.

21· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Attorney Linda Bernard,

22· ·representing District 2. Soon to be the home of Amazon.

23· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you. 3. 3?

24· · · · COMMISSIONER BURCH: Good afternoon everyone. I'm

25· ·Commissioner Shirley Burch of the famous District 3,



·1· ·where we share, respect, and love where you live. And

·2· ·it's so good to see your face AC Bettison.

·3· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you. District 4 is Willie

·4· ·Bell, the Chairperson of the Board from the great East

·5· ·side of Detroit. District 5.

·6· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: Commissioner Willie Burton,

·7· ·present.

·8· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you. District 6.

·9· · · · COMMISSIONER CARTER: Good afternoon everyone. Lisa

10· ·Carter, District 6.

11· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you. 7.

12· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Police Commissioner William M.

13· ·Davis, District 7. Love where you live but love where you

14· ·work, also officers. Thank you.

15· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you. Commissioners At Large.

16· ·Commissioner Hernandez.

17· · · · COMMISSIONER HERNANDEZ: Good afternoon. This is

18· ·Jesus Hernandez representing all city residents in all

19· ·Districts at large.

20· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Point well taken. Commissioner

21· ·Jones.

22· · · · COMMISSIONER JONES: Good afternoon, everybody,

23· ·Honorable Board of Police, Commissioners, the Detroit

24· ·Police Department, and our great community of the City of

25· ·Detroit. I'm Martin L Jones, Police Commissioner At



·1· ·Large.

·2· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you. Commissioner Holley.

·3· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: Thank you Mr. Chairman, Jim

·4· ·Holley representing the City of Detroit.

·5· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you.

·6· · · · MS. WHITE: Mr. Chair, you have a quorum.

·7· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you, ma'am. The next item

·8· ·will be approval of the agenda for February 25th, 2021.

·9· ·Commissioners.

10· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: So moved.

11· · · · COMMISSIONER HERNANDEZ: Support.

12· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: The agenda has been properly

13· ·moving, supported. Discussion. Those in favor. Aye.

14· · · · ALL: Aye.

15· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Those opposed. Motion carries. The

16· ·next item would be the approval of minutes for February

17· ·18th. Are there any corrections or additions to the

18· ·minutes for February 18th?

19· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Move for approval, Mr.

20· ·Chairman.

21· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: Second.

22· · · · COMMISSIONER HERNANDEZ: Second.

23· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: The minutes have been properly

24· ·moved and supported. Discussion. Those in favor, Aye.

25· · · · ALL: Aye.



·1· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Those oppose? Motion carries. As I

·2· ·stated the next item would be - I'm sorry, getting ahead

·3· ·of myself. Ms. White, you have the floor.

·4· · · · MS. WHITE: Yes. Through the Chair. The Department of

·5· ·Innovation and Technology is monitoring and recording the

·6· ·Board's meeting today. Our court reporter is Mr. Don

·7· ·Handyside and the following Board staff members are in

·8· ·attendance today, Mr. Robert Brown, Administrative

·9· ·Specialist, Ms. Teresa Blossom, Community Relations

10· ·Coordinator, Ms. Jonya Underwood, Administrative

11· ·Assistant, Investigator Tiffany Steward, Lieutenant James

12· ·Coles, representing Police Recruitment and the Police HR

13· ·Division. Interim Chief Investigator Lawrence Akbar,

14· ·Supervising Investigator, Ainsley Cromwell, Supervising

15· ·Investigator LiSonya Sloan, and Senior Investigator

16· ·Rosalia Madrigal. Also Assistant Corporation Counsel,

17· ·Ericka Savage Whitley is also present during today's

18· ·meeting. Thank you.

19· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: We have the one and only, you

20· ·probably don't need no introduction, but AC Todd Bettison

21· ·representing Chief Craig.

22· · · · ASST. CHIEF BETTISON: I definitely appreciate the

23· ·introduction right there. You know, I will make sure I

24· ·send you a paycheck later for that fine introduction,

25· ·sir. Let me introduce my staff and you know, our members



·1· ·as well. So on the line, we have Commander Kyra Hope,

·2· ·Chief Neighborhood Liaison. With us also, we have

·3· ·Director Graveline from our Professional

·4· ·Accountabilities. We also have DPOA representative Vice-

·5· ·President, Ron Thomas. He's viewing as well. Lieutenant

·6· ·Coles from Recruiting, Deputy Chief Wilson is with us

·7· ·from our Major Crimes Detective Bureau. We have Captain

·8· ·Parish. We also have Sergeant Stutgrais from my office.

·9· ·We have Sergeant Anderson from recruiting, Lieutenant

10· ·Tomasini, who is assigned to my office from the 8th

11· ·Precinct, Captain, Tonya Leonard Gilbert, Officer of

12· ·Internal, External Relations. And believe that is it. I

13· ·know Captain Tosqui is always viewing, so I didn't see

14· ·his name, but I know he's out there viewing.

15· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: And I want to say good afternoon

16· ·to the DPD team of individuals on this call and thank you

17· ·for - I’m sorry, your participation.

18· · · · ASST. CHIEF BETTISON: Thank you, sir.

19· · · · MS. WHITE: Mr. Chair.

20· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Yes ma'am.

21· · · · MS. WHITE: Yes, sir. I did also want to make mention

22· ·through the Chair. Ms. Marie Overall of the State

23· ·Representative Tyrone Carter is present on the line

24· ·during today's meeting and also the new director of

25· ·police personnel Director Katrina Patillo is also



·1· ·present. Thank you.

·2· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Oh, thank you. And we welcome all

·3· ·concerned parties, especially our new director of

·4· ·personnel. Thank you.

·5· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: So does that cover elected

·6· ·officials and representatives? Is that Correct?

·7· · · · MS. WHITE: Yes, sir.

·8· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Okay. I do want to briefly - you

·9· ·have in your package, which is the 2019 annual report.

10· ·There are three copies for you and perhaps you can get

11· ·more in terms of the email, but I want to thank Ms.

12· ·Blossom, her team of people that worked on this annual

13· ·report - Legacy, Achievement, and Progress. I haven't had

14· ·a chance to go through it in detail, but it is market

15· ·really nice. So hopefully we can share this with the

16· ·community in some form, but 45 years that we celebrated

17· ·not too long ago when we had an annual conference in

18· ·Detroit, along with the 25th of NACOLES, I think it was

19· ·very historic. We brought out so many former

20· ·commissioners to that forum. And I think, Ms. Bernard,

21· ·your sister was there, is that correct?

22· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Yes, I believe so.

23· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Yes, I recall the interaction with

24· ·her years ago but it goes to show you that we have come a

25· ·long way and we got a long way to go. So I just wanted to



·1· ·acknowledge Ms. Blossom. Thank you.

·2· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Yes, it's awesome. She did a

·3· ·great job.

·4· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Yes. Okay. Thank you. Thank you.

·5· ·Okay. I'm going to yield part of my report to

·6· ·Commissioner Morris Jones.

·7· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Who?

·8· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Jones. Did I say

·9· · · · COMMISSIONER BROWN: You say Morris Day or Morris

10· ·Jones?

11· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: No, Martin Jones. I'm sorry.

12· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I thought we had another new

13· ·appointee.

14· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: I'll tell you, I'm taking this

15· ·cough syrup, it's giving me a cold.

16· · · · COMMISSIONER JONES: Maybe I need to take one too

17· ·because I wasn't aware I was being tapped to perform.

18· ·Anyway, I definitely want to go on ahead and address the

19· ·Board of Police Commissioners and also share this

20· ·information with the public also. There are several

21· ·things that we've kind of come through here as of late

22· ·with regards to a few and legalities concerned at the

23· ·Board and also with regards to an individual who was made

24· ·it his mission in life to try to tarnish the reputation

25· ·of some very fine people of the Detroit Board of Police



·1· ·Commissioners, and also the police department as well. It

·2· ·is my duty to help them pull the Board of Police

·3· ·Commissioners together and put these items behind us.

·4· ·They've been decided they'd been going over. The research

·5· ·has been done. The investigations have been done also to

·6· ·allow us to be able to put this behind us. This is an

·7· ·opportunity to be able to move forward and an opportunity

·8· ·to grow. With these things being behind us, the Board

·9· ·needs to be pulled together.

10· · · · We need to be focused on what we're supposed to be

11· ·doing for our community to help our community grow. To

12· ·help our community to be able to realize the level of

13· ·life, the level of comfort, and all that is happening all

14· ·around us in the city. It seems like every couple of

15· ·months, something else comes up that's new. And although

16· ·there is no script for it, there's nothing that actually

17· ·gets us completely prepared for it. We have to be

18· ·prepared to be able to deal with it as a whole. That

19· ·means the Board of Police Commissioners coming together.

20· ·That means us respecting one another's opinions, whether

21· ·we agree or whether we don't agree, we need that

22· ·diversity on the Board of Police Commissioners. So that,

23· ·that way our community will know that we're working for

24· ·them. It is their best interest that we have in mind.

25· ·It's our duty to them as police commissioners. And I want



·1· ·to see us grow. I want to see this come together and I

·2· ·want to see us get the business of the Board of Police

·3· ·Commissioners done. Thank you.

·4· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you, Commissioner Jones, and

·5· ·thank you for sharing your communication, putting it in

·6· ·writing. So we're going to move on now to, I know

·7· ·Commissioner Burch has another obligation, so we have a

·8· ·resolution for retired Sargent Paula Dionne Gambrell-Day,

·9· ·one of our outstanding Sergeants in the Detroit Police

10· ·Department. Also, she was with the office of the chief

11· ·investigator for several years before she transferred

12· ·out. And I had the opportunity to interact with her and

13· ·not too long ago, her daughter with, I think her

14· ·granddaughter is part of the figure skating in Detroit. I

15· ·don't know if you're aware of that program at Butzel on

16· ·the Westside that embraces African-American young girls

17· ·who were figure skating and she was part of that. And I

18· ·had the opportunity to interact with her with that. So we

19· ·would definitely run our prayers to her and her family.

20· ·Commissioner Burch.

21· · · · COMMISSIONER BURCH: Thank you. Chair Bell. I would

22· ·like to say thank you on behalf of Regina Gavin that is

23· ·the relative of Sergeant Day. And I just want to thank

24· ·the Board of Police Commissioners. I want to thank James

25· ·Craig, Chief James Craig for writing such a beautiful



·1· ·resolution for her. She's deserving, and I want to thank

·2· ·you personally because it is personal to me. So I will

·3· ·read this with honor resolution honoring retired Sergeant

·4· ·Paula D. Day posthumously. Whereas Paula Dionne Gabrell-

·5· ·Day -

·6· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you.

·7· · · · COMMISSIONER BURCH: - was born on May 8th, 1964, and

·8· ·showed intelligence, kindness, loyalty, integrity, honor,

·9· ·and leadership as she grew into adulthood. She made a

10· ·beautiful commitment early to serve the community and

11· ·decided upon a career in law enforcement. And whereas

12· ·Paula Day was appointed to the Detroit Police Department

13· ·on October 27th, 1986. Upon graduating from the Detroit

14· ·Metropolitan Police Academy, Officer Day began her career

15· ·at the famous 11th Precinct. She displayed tremendous

16· ·knowledge and leadership skills and earned the promotion

17· ·to the rank of Sergeant on March 21st, 1997, Sergeant

18· ·Day's assignments included the Training Academy. 8th

19· ·Precinct, Investigated Operations Unit, which would be

20· ·the (IOU), the Office of the Chief Investigator, Think

21· ·Detroit that was Tim Richie and then the Police Athletic

22· ·League, 3rd Precinct and the Southwestern District, (IOU)

23· ·where she served until her retirement on January 3rd,

24· ·2012.

25· · · · Whereas Sergeant Day left an indelible mark on our



·1· ·city through her tireless service with the Detroit Police

·2· ·Department, the citizens of Detroit, and neighboring

·3· ·communities. She was the deserving recipient of the

·4· ·following awards: Chiefs Unit Award, Two Chief's Merit

·5· ·Awards, Both Consent Judgment Awards. The Ford Fireworks

·6· ·Award, the Major League Baseball All-star Recognition

·7· ·Award, the Rosa Parks, Funeral and Recognition Award, and

·8· ·the Super Bowl XL Recognition Award as well as numerous

·9· ·letters of commendation from the citizens in Detroit and

10· ·superiors. And whereas long after her retirement Paula

11· ·Day remained widely respected throughout law enforcement

12· ·in the Detroit area as she engaged in other civic

13· ·endeavors and reached new achievements. On Monday,

14· ·February 15, 2021, we lost Paula and the Board extends

15· ·condolences to her many families, Regina, and friends.

16· ·May all find comfort in the remembrance of her service on

17· ·Saturday, February 27, 2021, at the Sacred Heart Catholic

18· ·Church.

19· · · · Now, therefore, be it resolved the Detroit Board of

20· ·Police Commissioners, speaking on behalf of the citizens

21· ·of the great City of Detroit award this resolution

22· ·posthumously to retired Sergeant Paula Day for her 26

23· ·years of diligent public service and for all her life

24· ·fateful and lasting contribution to the City of Detroit

25· ·and its residents. May God bless her.



·1· · · · COMMISSIONER BROWN: Mr. Chairman. I move that we

·2· ·adopt this resolution in place and place in our guys at

·3· ·the Board of Police Commissioners.

·4· · · · COMMISSIONER JONES: Support.

·5· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Support.

·6· · · · MS. WHITE: Mr. Chair, you're muted. If staff could

·7· ·assist with enabling Chair's microphone, please?

·8· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Can you hear me now?

·9· · · · MS. WHITE: Yes.

10· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: It's been properly moved and

11· ·supported. Discussion. Those in favor. Aye.

12· · · · ALL: Aye.

13· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Those opposed? The motion carries.

14· ·Thank you, Commissioner Burch. And we're just really

15· ·blessed. Sergeant Day's family, I had met them on several

16· ·different occasions, just is praying time for that

17· ·family. We just want to lift them up. I also want to

18· ·knowledge, a former Police Commissioner Ricardo Moore,

19· ·one of the first elected Commissioner, myself and Lisa

20· ·Carter. He's on the call, Ricardo. Moore good to hear

21· ·you, see you - not see you, but hear you, perhaps later

22· ·on. Thank you. We move on to AC Bettison, representing

23· ·Chief Craig.

24· · · · ASST. CHIEF BETTISON: Yes. Thank you, Chair Bell. I

25· ·would like to take this opportunity. I haven't had it



·1· ·yet, but to just congratulate Commissioner Linda Bernard

·2· ·for being elected to the Board. This is our first

·3· ·opportunity, you know, getting a chance to do that. So

·4· ·congratulations, ma'am.

·5· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Thank you. It's so good to see

·6· ·your handsome face.

·7· · · · ASST. CHIEF BETTISON: All right, let me get myself

·8· ·together and submit my report. Before I give the report

·9· ·out in regards to crime, just want to thank the Board for

10· ·pulling together the crime symposium that will be next

11· ·Thursday that Chief Craig will be participating in, along

12· ·with other members of the criminal justice system,

13· ·because it takes all of us pulling it all together to be

14· ·able to address crime. So I know the prosecutor's going

15· ·to be there as well, along with other esteemed

16· ·individuals from various departments. So it takes us all.

17· ·So I just want to thank the Board for doing that and just

18· ·let you know that Chief Craig will definitely be in

19· ·attendance next Thursday, March 4th. So please spread the

20· ·word for our listening audience.

21· · · · Jumping right into where we are with our crime,

22· ·criminal homicides as of year to date as of Monday with

23· ·13% down. And so we're down by 5 homicides at this point.

24· ·Sexual assaults were down 22%. So we're down 23 in

25· ·regards to a whole number. Our aggregated assaults were



·1· ·up 24%, which includes non-fatal shootings. And if you

·2· ·just aggregate that out we're 43 more, non-fatal

·3· ·shootings this time than we were last year. So that's a

·4· ·62% increase. Robberies still trending down 41% down.

·5· ·Carjackings up 8%. So we have two more than we did last

·6· ·year. So for our total part one violent crime, we're up

·7· ·6%. So, you know, as you can see when you get the whole

·8· ·numbers early in the first quarter, one to two can really

·9· ·throw the percentages around. So we'll have a better idea

10· ·of where we are and how we're trending in the second

11· ·quarter when it comes to our property crime in all

12· ·categories, we're down.

13· · · · ASST. CHIEF BETTISON: So burglaries down 41%,

14· ·larceny is down 32%, motor vehicle deaths are down 19%.

15· ·Total property crime is down 31%. So part one property

16· ·crime and when you aggregate those and do the

17· ·percentages, our total part one crime is down 20%, when

18· ·you add the property crime to the violent crime. So I

19· ·want to talk about response time now, also. As of last

20· ·week, we were hovering at the average of 12 minutes

21· ·response time. The prior week we were at 12 minutes 24

22· ·seconds, right in that average. And you know, that's

23· ·pretty good, especially considering the weather

24· ·conditions don't we have snowy days, et cetera, and that

25· ·has to factor into it as well.



·1· · · · A couple of weeks ago, we actually were trending at

·2· ·an 11% response time for priority one runs. Now, when we

·3· ·go to priority two response the average response as of

·4· ·last week was 28 minutes for priority two. And then I

·5· ·know that Commissioner Burton definitely wants to know

·6· ·about the priority three category, sir. So I wanted to

·7· ·make sure that I was respectful and responsive to you as

·8· ·well, sir, to add that in this report. So for priority

·9· ·three calls for service. I just want to kind of let the

10· ·community knows what that bucket is. Priority three calls

11· ·to service, not serious where police assistance is

12· ·needed, but not urgent. These runs may be redirected to

13· ·the telephone primary reporting unit for report purposes,

14· ·and only when the following criteria exist; the incident

15· ·is not in progress and the perpetrator's no longer on

16· ·scene. Emergency medical service is not needed or

17· ·requested.

18· · · · The incident occurred more than 30 minutes from the

19· ·time of the call for service. The likelihood of

20· ·apprehension is low. There are no exigent circumstances.

21· ·So when we talk about response time for priority three

22· ·for the week of February through the 21st, our total

23· ·response time or priority three was 40 minutes. The

24· ·officers spent an average of 36 minutes on the scene and

25· ·during that time, they answered 1059 calls for service in



·1· ·the priority three category.

·2· · · · ASST. CHIEF BETTISON: Moving on to our COVID report,

·3· ·where we are. We've been doing a phenomenal job with the

·4· ·things that we implemented early. And I can tell you that

·5· ·it has paid off tremendously. Right now we have several

·6· ·members out of our entire department that last tested

·7· ·positive for COVID. And so, you know, you look at it, the

·8· ·mask works and always support the mask. I have been

·9· ·vaccinated and I have this nice little mask here that

10· ·says, if anybody can read it, I'm vaccinated, but I'm

11· ·still masked up. So that is so important and when we

12· ·start to go to the vaccinated category, as of right now

13· ·we've had a total of 1,237 COVID vaccination shots given.

14· · · · So 996 DPD members have received both doses. So we

15· ·continue on with encouraging our members to get

16· ·vaccinated and I'm doing my part as a commanding officer

17· ·because I've had both of my shots and I wear my mask

18· ·around headquarters and everybody I've talked to, you

19· ·know I'll do a soft sale, not a hard push and just

20· ·encourage folks to get vaccinated for themselves and for

21· ·their loved ones. Moving right along also, we lost

22· ·Sergeant John Fisette. We notified the Board. He was a

23· ·member of our homicide, I mean Harbormaster Unit. And so

24· ·Sergeant Fisette did 31 years with the department, well

25· ·respected, well-loved. And his home-going service will be



·1· ·this Friday. So Thursday, which will be tomorrow - well

·2· ·that's today actually, viewing of John, and you can give

·3· ·a pass and view over from 3:00 pm to 8:00 pm at the, I

·4· ·can't pronounce the name of it per se, but the Wujek

·5· ·Calcateria and Son's funeral home and it's at 36900

·6· ·Schoenherr Sterling Heights, Michigan, and then tomorrow,

·7· ·it'll be a small funeral and it'll be at the same

·8· ·location. So keep his family in your prayers. Continuing

·9· ·on.

10· · · · ASST. CHIEF BETTISON: Would you like it if I took a

11· ·moment and let folks ask questions or do you want me to

12· ·continue on with my report?

13· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: AC Bettison, what I'd like to do,

14· ·would you, I apologize. I saw the information, we got it,

15· ·but I didn't respond to it. I like for you to cite that

16· ·Sergeant name again, and then we're going to have a

17· ·silent prayer for his family at this time.

18· · · · ASST. CHIEF BETTISON: Sergeant John Franklin

19· ·Fisette, 31 year veteran of the Detroit Police

20· ·Department.

21· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you, Commissioners.

22· · · · ASST. CHIEF BETTISON: Thank you, sir, definitely

23· ·appreciate that. One of the things that I wanted to talk

24· ·about as well as you may have seen me do an interview

25· ·last Sunday and it involved a landlord-tenant. The issue



·1· ·that happened over at the 10th Precinct where our members

·2· ·were called out back in December for a - it was a

·3· ·squatter complaint type run and the landlord told our

·4· ·members that he didn't know the young lady inside and

·5· ·that she was a squatter. Our officers advised her that

·6· ·she had to leave. It was a misconduct report that was

·7· ·done and completed. I did have a chance to review it. A

·8· ·little bit more research or peeling back the layers, and

·9· ·they would have been able to figure out that she was a

10· ·tenant, even though she didn't have a lease. So, you

11· ·know, we take full responsibility and accountability for

12· ·that. And we have released, teletypes reminding our

13· ·members that the Detroit Police Department, we don't get

14· ·involved in civil disputes that our position is strictly

15· ·to keep the peace.

16· · · · And so with that being said, we educate all the

17· ·members of the 10th Precinct and our members in the

18· ·department. And also when it comes to squatting, that is

19· ·a crime. And so I did a media interview with Fox2 Hillary

20· ·Goldston and just updated the community as to where we

21· ·are, what our positions were. I just wanted to emphasize

22· ·to the community in general that the Detroit Police

23· ·Department does not get involved in civil disputes. So I

24· ·wanted to put that out. I also wanted to go into another

25· ·area. I happened to be not representing the Chief last



·1· ·week, but I was in attendance and it was a gentleman that

·2· ·called and during public comment Mr. Rueben Crowly. And

·3· ·he stated that basically, I was a liar or something to

·4· ·that effect. And I just wanted to kind of update the

·5· ·Board and the public in full transparency as to what

·6· ·occurred what's going on.

·7· · · · Mr. Crowly contacted the department and has been

·8· ·contacted the department and asked us to conduct an

·9· ·investigation. An investigation was conducted. He wasn't

10· ·satisfied with the results of the investigation. He

11· ·called the Chief's office. I took the phone call, called

12· ·him back, told him I would look into it. I did look into

13· ·it and the matter is civil, it's about the property. And

14· ·so with it being civil in nature, I advised Mr. Rueben

15· ·Crowly that it is civil and that the Detroit Police

16· ·Department does not have jurisdiction when it comes to a

17· ·civil matter and that we, the department cannot move

18· ·something that is civil into the criminal arena.

19· · · · ASST. CHIEF BETTISON: If I were to do that, then I

20· ·would be violating the Detroit Police Department's

21· ·policy. Our attorneys have looked it over. Attorney Grant

22· ·Ha has looked it over. I know Mr. Crowly is not satisfied

23· ·with the answer that he got, but his only recourse to get

24· ·redress from the entity that lost his property is in 36

25· ·District Court in the Civil Division. So I just want to



·1· ·say that and let the community and just clear the record

·2· ·as to what that complaint was. And I know that he's been

·3· ·calling over and over again, but regardless of that fact,

·4· ·I cannot move it from a civil arena into a criminal

·5· ·arena. That would be wrong, and I don't have the power or

·6· ·jurisdiction to do that.

·7· · · · Also if Commissioner Burch is still on the line, I

·8· ·know that she'll be happy to know when we talk about our

·9· ·critically injured officers, that one of our officers

10· ·that had been on the list for a long time - neighborhood

11· ·police officer traffic, officer, Mark Robbins, he

12· ·reported back to work on February the 22nd, this past

13· ·Monday. So he will be back over there to address those

14· ·traffic concerns. I had a conversation with him today

15· ·ma'am and he's excited to get back to work and get back

16· ·to your neighborhood and handle some of your traffic

17· ·complaints and the traffic complaints on the Eastside as

18· ·well.

19· · · · The Chief also, on February 15th, appointed six

20· ·neighborhood police officers, many of them had already

21· ·been acting in that role. So they got their letters of

22· ·appointments. So it's official from now. So I'll just

23· ·read the names. Daryl Davis of the 7th Precinct was

24· ·appointed as a neighborhood police officer. Officer

25· ·Evelyn Doherty of the 5th Precinct was appointed as a



·1· ·neighborhood police officer. Daryl Sharp was appointed as

·2· ·a neighborhood police officer for the 8th Precinct.

·3· ·Dallas Gardner pointed to a neighborhood police officer

·4· ·for the 9th Precinct, and also Lester Johnson appointed

·5· ·to a neighborhood police officer for the 9th Precinct.

·6· ·And at the 12th Precinct, you now have neighborhood

·7· ·police officer Quin Abdulla.

·8· · · · So just wanted to let you know recent appointments

·9· ·to the rank of a neighborhood police officer, and then

10· ·with our critically injured and fallen officers’ lists,

11· ·Sergeant Michael Bailey of the 7th Precinct is still out.

12· ·Yusef Manner is still out recovering scheduled to follow

13· ·up on March 1st with the doctor. Police officer Tyler

14· ·Debaucher of the 5th Precinct is out from a car accident

15· ·just this past week. You may have seen it in the news

16· ·where a squad car was hit over in the 7th Precinct, on

17· ·Gratiot and Van Dyke I believe. Officer Angelica,

18· ·Robinson is out in recovery along with her partner,

19· ·Alicia Washington, they're recovering. And that concludes

20· ·my report.

21· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Commissioners, Davis and Holly.

22· ·Commissioner Holley.

23· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Thank you, sir. I have a

24· ·question for you. I have two questions, actually.

25· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Yes, sir.



·1· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: One, what do you do to landlords

·2· ·that misrepresented the fact that cost somebody a

·3· ·squatter that is actually a renter, because I know,

·4· ·especially now since it is probably a little bit more

·5· ·difficult to try to get rid of a tenant and I have

·6· ·another question.

·7· · · · ASST. CHIEF BETTISON: Yes. So that's a big problem

·8· ·right there. And I just wanted to put it out to the

·9· ·listing community that when you make a false police

10· ·report, we're going to go after you. And it is a crime to

11· ·make a false police report. So we'll be submitting a

12· ·warrant request to the Wayne County Prosecutor's Office

13· ·that they be charged because that right there is wrong.

14· ·So if the crime is a felony, then submitting a false

15· ·police report regarding a felonious crime, that's a

16· ·felony in itself. And if it's a misdemeanor, then the

17· ·false police report would be a misdemeanor in nature.

18· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Also, as it relates to all these

19· ·numbers of shootings on the freeways, you are

20· ·coordinating more with the State Police, or what's going

21· ·on with that?

22· · · · ASST. CHIEF BETTISON: Absolutely, sir. So they're

23· ·the primary when it comes to the investigation and we

24· ·offer support and we respond in a joint fashion. So we

25· ·have investigators from our Major Crimes Division that



·1· ·works with them, but they actually lead the

·2· ·investigation. And we're definitely looking forward to

·3· ·continuing collaboration and we know that the warmer

·4· ·months bring typically even more of an uptick in crime.

·5· ·So with the crime summit, that's coming up next week,

·6· ·it's going to be timely and you will have the

·7· ·participants there to get a further update. But thank you

·8· ·for asking that question, sir.

·9· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Thank you.

10· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Commissioner Holley.

11· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: Chairman, thank you so much.

12· ·AC, it's always good to see you.

13· · · · ASST. CHIEF BETTISON: Good to be seen, sir. Thank

14· ·you.

15· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: Forgive me if I forgot but is

16· ·it mandatory that all police officers get vaccinated?

17· · · · ASST. CHIEF BETTISON: You're breaking up, sir.

18· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: Is it mandatory for police

19· ·officers to have the vaccination?

20· · · · ASST. CHIEF BETTISON: No, it's not, sir. We

21· ·encourage, but as of right now, no, it's not mandatory

22· ·that they take the vaccine, and just like the general

23· ·public at large many folks are still hesitant about

24· ·taking it because it's so new. And so from a leadership

25· ·position, most of our command officers, I believe all of



·1· ·them, if I'm not mistaken, they have taken it. And you

·2· ·know, we do our best to educate and we're creating videos

·3· ·of survivors of COVID to really put it in perspective. If

·4· ·you're worried about the vaccine because I hear folks

·5· ·talk about it all the time and they'll say, my friend

·6· ·died from COVID, this person died from COVID, that person

·7· ·died. I said, well, have you taken the vaccine? They say

·8· ·I'm afraid to take that, you know, so Commissioner

·9· ·Holley, I definitely feel you. I don't understand that. I

10· ·wasn't afraid, I couldn't wait to take it and we're doing

11· ·our best to encourage and we have members signing up.

12· ·They're coming on board.

13· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: Thank you.

14· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: I have a question,

15· ·Commissioner.

16· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Yes.

17· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Last night I got a call at

18· ·about 10 o'clock from a State representative. He was at

19· ·the detention center with an attorney to pick up a young

20· ·woman who was arrested yesterday morning at about 6:00

21· ·am. She was on her to work at Chrysler and she was pulled

22· ·over on an ordinary traffic stop. She's nine months

23· ·pregnant. And when she was pulled over, she told the

24· ·officer that she had a gun in her glove box. She had a

25· ·permit for it, but it had expired. And she didn't even



·1· ·realize that. The point is that they took her to the

·2· ·detention center at about 7 o'clock yesterday morning.

·3· ·She was not released until about 10:30. I was on the

·4· ·phone actually when she got in the car. They had

·5· ·repeatedly, she was in premature labor. She had been

·6· ·repeatedly requesting assistance and that her bond had

·7· ·been paid by the State representative and by the lawyer

·8· ·that he had taken with him there to get her. I'm very

·9· ·concerned about - and I'll give you her information

10· ·privately and I've urged her to file a complaint, a

11· ·formal complaint with our office, of course.

12· · · · But it's concerning to me that this could even

13· ·happen in the first place, that she could be held for

14· ·what - 18 hours? Nine months pregnant, complaining of

15· ·cramping. I told them, I told her to go to the hospital

16· ·immediately, to take her to the hospital to make sure

17· ·that the baby was okay and that she was okay. But even,

18· ·and they help, even though the bond had been paid at like

19· ·six o'clock, they didn't release her until 10:30. I don't

20· ·know what's happening at the detention center. I've heard

21· ·other things like this, but this was particularly - I was

22· ·going to drive over there. I mean, this was particularly

23· ·disturbing to me. I would appreciate it if you would look

24· ·into it and I will give you the information but I'm sure

25· ·it was only one nine-month pregnant person probably in



·1· ·there, but she was released last night at 10:30.

·2· · · · ASST. CHIEF BETTISON: Yes ma'am if you give me her

·3· ·name, I can definitely look into it. I used to run the

·4· ·Detroit Detention Center at one point, I worked there as

·5· ·a Captain in a visit there quite frequently. It's, one of

·6· ·the cleanest detention centers, I would say in the State

·7· ·of Michigan. And we actually have a nurse on staff as

·8· ·well,

·9· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: They did have a nurse, but

10· ·there was a shift change going on. It's just sort of this

11· ·laissez-faire attitude about, and these are people that

12· ·are there, you know, well we can't do anything until

13· ·after the shift change and this and that and the other.

14· ·There's no urgency with respect to the performance of

15· ·their duties. And I've noticed that when I went over

16· ·there to pick up people too.

17· · · · ASST. CHIEF BETTISON: I'm going to definitely look

18· ·into it and report back to you and thank you for bringing

19· ·it to my attention.

20· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Okay. Thank you.

21· · · · COMMISSIONER BROWN: To the Chair.

22· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Yes, sir.

23· · · · COMMISSIONER BROWN: Yes. AC Bettison, I just want to

24· ·thank the department for working with the State police.

25· ·There was an incident that happened over the weekend. I



·1· ·think they did a fine job with the entire dragnet of

·2· ·apprehending the shooters that happened on 96 over in the

·3· ·area over there. And I know there are still some ongoing

·4· ·problems. And thank you for following up with me on the

·5· ·information and just like my colleague Commissioner

·6· ·Bernard is saying, this still leads to that. We need to

·7· ·be reminded of how we treat our prisoners or detainees

·8· ·when they've been detained. And this is another situation

·9· ·that probably could have gone the wrong way, but I think

10· ·that that policy needs to be sent back out on detainee

11· ·treatment so that everyone is aware of it and refresh

12· ·with it. Thank you.

13· · · · ASST. CHIEF BETTISON: Yes, sir. So we will continue

14· ·to push that out and down in our roll calls, et cetera,

15· ·and all of the precincts they report to me now. So the

16· ·command officers that run the precincts, I would

17· ·definitely ensure that that is pushed out in my colleague

18· ·on the other side of the house. I'll ensure that they get

19· ·it on the major crime side of the house as well.

20· · · · COMMISSIONER BROWN: All right. Thank you, sir.

21· · · · ASST. CHIEF BETTISON: Yes, sir. Thanks.

22· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you, AC Bettison. We move on

23· ·to the next agenda item. Miss White, would you introduce

24· ·the budget report?

25· · · · MS. WHITE: Yes. Through the Chair, Agency CFO Mr.



·1· ·Nazarko is on the line and Honorable Board you have

·2· ·received several budget items from Agency CFO regarding

·3· ·DPDs quarterly update, quarter three, and we'll also

·4· ·designate Mr. Nazarko as co-host so that he will have

·5· ·shared screen abilities to share the PowerPoint

·6· ·presentation. Thank you. Mr. Nazarko?

·7· · · · MR. NAZARKO: Yes. Good afternoon, Mr. Chair. Good

·8· ·afternoon Honorable Commissioners.

·9· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Afternoon.

10· · · · MR. NAZARKO: I will share with you the screen on the

11· ·budget presentation for the second quarter of the fiscal

12· ·year, 2021, which is the current fiscal year. And please

13· ·let me know if you are able to see my PowerPoint

14· ·presentation.

15· · · · MS. WHITE: Yes.

16· · · · MR. NAZARKO: So the report that was submitted to you

17· ·on Monday contained the budget of actual revenues and

18· ·expenses for the second quarter, as of December 31st,

19· ·2020. The grant activity report, only the new grants for

20· ·the quarter ending December 31st, 2020. Forfeiture

21· ·activity for the same quarter capital expenditure report

22· ·provided by GSD, which is General Services Department,

23· ·and then vehicle purchased report, which I usually

24· ·provide to you every quarter. However, there were no

25· ·vehicles purchased in the second quarter, I should say of



·1· ·fiscal year, 2021. So from October to December 2020, we

·2· ·didn't purchase any vehicles for the police department.

·3· · · · For the second quarter of 2020, the total revenues

·4· ·budgeted amount was $22.5 million. And the actual

·5· ·revenues for the same code, there were $7.3 million.

·6· ·There is a variance which is under budget of $15 million

·7· ·on the revenues. However, there is no cause for concern

·8· ·because the major chunk of our revenues, which is close

·9· ·to $60 million, 62 to be exact is coming from the income

10· ·tax and the utility users’ tax. And usually, we book

11· ·those revenues around the months of April and May. So

12· ·there are no real shortages in revenues on that front.

13· ·However, again the recording, the timing of the booking

14· ·of those revenues changes. The total expenditures for the

15· ·second quarter, I just want to point out that is the

16· ·middle of the fiscal year. So we are six months into the

17· ·fiscal year and we should be hovering around 50% of our

18· ·budget on the expenditure side.

19· · · · The budget for the expenditures was $147.5 million.

20· ·And we came about $161.8 million to $162 million. So $14

21· ·million variances, which we'll see in the next slide that

22· ·annualizes it. So the annual budget for the revenues as

23· ·you see in the middle column of this slide was $52.6

24· ·million. And this is the revised amount because of the

25· ·COVID situation. Usually, we are around 62 to $70



·1· ·million. But again, the revenues for this fiscal year

·2· ·were revised down because of the pandemic. The total

·3· ·expenditures budget for this fiscal year is $350 million.

·4· ·And we are standing at 51% as of December 31st. The

·5· ·difference or the increase, there are some costs on the

·6· ·operations side that are booked at the beginning of the

·7· ·fiscal year. We encumber them such as the rent for

·8· ·example is one that comes to mind that we pay to the

·9· ·Michigan Department of Corrections. We pay them like

10· ·around $8 million a year and since this is a contractual

11· ·obligation, we book the entire amount at the beginning of

12· ·the fiscal year, which is July 2020. However, it's worth

13· ·to point out that on the personnel side, wages and

14· ·salaries, we came over the budget as well. And this was

15· ·done as a couple of factors. One was the hazard pay and

16· ·the other one is the overtime. We are trending up on the

17· ·overtime for this fiscal year, the exact amount at the

18· ·end of January for example, we have incurred $31 million

19· ·expenditure on the overtime when the entire budget for

20· ·the whole fiscal year is $28 million.

21· · · · MR. NAZARKO: Now, keep in mind that because of the

22· ·vacancies in the department, which is in any given month

23· ·is between 100 to 151 positions department-wide,

24· ·including the sworn and civilian positions, we are forced

25· ·to feel or to do the work with the officers on an



·1· ·overtime basis. So the overtime again is more than what

·2· ·the budget amount was. And the one thing that probably AC

·3· ·Bettison can say is better than I, but the vacancies in

·4· ·the department this year are less than what they usually

·5· ·have been in the last three years because the department

·6· ·has been doing a better job in filling the vacancies and

·7· ·especially with the advertising campaign that the Mayor

·8· ·and the Police Chief started last year to recruit new

·9· ·police officers from the City of Detroit that has shown

10· ·some results.

11· · · · So the vacancies again have been less in the

12· ·department than what they used to be in the future, I'm

13· ·sorry, in the past. The total revenues as speaking, you

14· ·know, for the entire fiscal year, what our projection is,

15· ·we expect to receive $52.6 million in revenue. So there

16· ·is no variance there. We expect to fully realize the

17· ·budget in revenues. And on the expenditure side, we have

18· ·budgeted, as I said, earlier, $315 million. And we are

19· ·proximate, we projecting at this point, which is, again,

20· ·just a projection but we're expecting to be within the

21· ·budget actually $5 million, less than the total projected

22· ·budget because of some expenditures that are not going to

23· ·materialize this year. And the one that comes to mind at

24· ·this point is the travel and training expense, especially

25· ·travel because of the COVID pandemic the department has



·1· ·not done or has not realized the amount of training - not

·2· ·training, the amount of travel that has been the norm in

·3· ·the past fiscal years.

·4· · · · On the forfeiture activity as of December 31st,

·5· ·2020, which again is the second quarter of the fiscal

·6· ·year, we brought the $767,000 in revenue from the local

·7· ·forfeiture, and the expenses were $573,000. Federal

·8· ·forfeiture, basically there was no movement, only $8,000

·9· ·brought in with no expenses recorded in our books for the

10· ·fiscal year, 2021. And the capital and maintenance

11· ·expenditures for the department as you see on this slide,

12· ·there were only for the months of October, November, and

13· ·December, 2020, only the items listed here, which is the

14· ·Merrill Plaisance, 1st, 7th, and 11th Precinct, and DPD

15· ·tow yard incurred capital expenditures, or made 30 pair

16· ·maintenance. And the description is on your right side of

17· ·the slide, basically, they're not major expenditures, but

18· ·the DPD tow yards there has been some activity going down

19· ·to the tune of $232,000.

20· · · · And again, the description of what was done at what

21· ·place is on this slide on the right-hand side. With that,

22· ·I can share - there are some more expenditures with using

23· ·the UTGL unlimited tax governmental bonds. And I'll share

24· ·that with you. I believe I have it somewhere on my screen

25· ·here. There were more expenditures on the DPD, but the



·1· ·ones I showed you pertain only to the general fund, and

·2· ·I'm trying to find my file for the bonds that use bond

·3· ·dollars. And let me show this, just give me one second.

·4· ·I'm trying to pull up that information. Okay. I have it

·5· ·right here. So if I can share the screen, I can.

·6· · · · This is the activity on the Precincts and I believe,

·7· ·Ms. White, I did submit this report to you for the

·8· ·Commissioners that shows the Precinct, the facility that

·9· ·we worked upon, the contract amount, and the percentage

10· ·of completion. So this is a comprehensive slide, but

11· ·different from what I showed you earlier, this includes

12· ·only the improvements and capital projects that were done

13· ·utilizing the bonds that the City of Detroit issued back

14· ·in 2018. So with that, I'll entertain any questions that

15· ·the Honorable Commissioners may have on my reports. Also,

16· ·I have included that as part of my reports, the grants

17· ·that we applied during the second quarter of 2000. And

18· ·this is if you see it on my screen, we applied only for

19· ·two grants or three, was it. The first one was the gun

20· ·detection system. As you already know that we call that

21· ·the ShotSpotter. We're spending $100,000. I'm sorry.

22· ·Okay.

23· · · · The second grant was 911, the grant in the amount of

24· ·the word was $75,000. And we have applied for a million

25· ·dollars grant to work with the Michigan Department of



·1· ·Corrections in the 6th Precinct to add the crime analyst

·2· ·to track outcomes for a ceasefire and the other

·3· ·participants. The as of the date of the report, the

·4· ·outcome of that grant was really good that we're going to

·5· ·receive a million dollars to spend on that project. But

·6· ·these were basically the reports that I have for you as

·7· ·of December 31st, 2020. And please again I'm here to

·8· ·answer any questions you may have in regards to those

·9· ·reports.

10· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Commissioner Holley.

11· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: Thank you so much Mr. Chairman.

12· ·Thank you for the report. Let me ask you this.

13· · · · MR. NAZARKO: I couldn't hear the Honorable

14· ·Commissioner unless my internet is down. Can you please

15· ·repeat that or did someone ---?

16· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: Okay. Thank you for the report.

17· · · · MR. NAZARKO: You're welcome.

18· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: What I wanted to ask you, did I

19· ·hear you say that we're spending over $8 million for

20· ·renting a facility?

21· · · · MR. NAZARKO: That is partially correct. Can everyone

22· ·hear me?

23· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: Yes.

24· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Repeat the question.

25· · · · MR. NAZARKO: I believe the question is that if we're



·1· ·spending $8 million on renting the facility of the

·2· ·Detroit Detention Center that I referenced earlier. It's

·3· ·partially correct because we pay rent. A portion of that

·4· ·is rent and the other portion is the cost for the

·5· ·personnel of the Michigan Department of Corrections to

·6· ·handle our detainees for those days from 1 to 72 hours

·7· ·that they are in our custody. It's not only rent. The

·8· ·majority of that is personnel costs for DOC.

·9· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: Can I just follow up Mr.

10· ·Chairman?

11· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Yes, sir.

12· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: So I assume that we've done

13· ·this over and over again, 8 million or each year or

14· ·something like that. Is this a private entity that we're

15· ·paying 8 million or is it a State entity or a Federal

16· ·entity?

17· · · · MR. NAZARKO: If I may through the Chair, this is

18· ·again, the State of Michigan Department of Corrections

19· ·that we pay this amount because, and this goes back way

20· ·before my time. And AC Bettison, I believe this is in

21· ·regard to the consent decree that we signed with the

22· ·Federal government on handling our detainees as well. So

23· ·the State of Michigan took over.

24· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: So, is it, I'll leave you

25· ·alone. Just one more. So, you mean to tell me, after all



·1· ·this time we're spending, we've been at this consent

·2· ·decree. We could have built our own facility with that

·3· ·kind of money?

·4· · · · MR. NAZARKO: Commissioner, the administration is

·5· ·looking at other possibilities and they are fully aware

·6· ·of the fact that we were in talks with Wayne County to

·7· ·see if Wayne County was going to do it for cheaper or and

·8· ·as a matter of fact, I don't think it's a secret that the

·9· ·Michigan Department of Corrections is trying to get out

10· ·of that deal. But at the present time, to my knowledge,

11· ·we have not found a cheaper solution or a solution that

12· ·would comply with the consent decree.

13· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: Thank you Mr. Chair. Thank you,

14· ·sir. Thank you.

15· · · · ASST. CHIEF BETTISON: He answered the question. I

16· ·would just echo that and like building 500, it's a big

17· ·facility and it's a couple of buildings. So building 100

18· ·is DPD staff, but the actual housing and taking care of

19· ·the detainees that are Michigan Department of Corrections

20· ·employees.

21· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you.

22· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: I have a question too.

23· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Yes, ma'am.

24· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: And in six months, we've only

25· ·applied for 3 grants. I thought you had a Grants Unit or



·1· ·Division?

·2· · · · MR. NAZARKO:· ·Through the Chair. Yes, we do. And I

·3· ·only saw the 3 grants. We applied from October to

·4· ·December. The majority of the grants and we have in

·5· ·excess of, I think between 14 and 18 in any given year

·6· ·close to $7 million. But the other ones that were applied

·7· ·to from July to September, I did not show it to you. So

·8· ·these were only the new grants, so to speak, but we do

·9· ·have close to 14 to 18 grants in any given year.

10· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: How many people are in the

11· ·Grants Department?

12· · · · MR. NAZARKO: In my department under my watch, we

13· ·have only one position, but the Grants Section that

14· ·handles grants for the entire city is a much bigger

15· ·department. And I know that we do have at least 4 to 5

16· ·people who again, on the Office of the Chief Financial

17· ·Officer's side AC Bettison is the one who has been

18· ·involved with the grants in the past. And I don't think

19· ·DPD has anyone working only on the grants. We do get help

20· ·from DPD from various departments, but we don't have

21· ·anyone strictly assigned to the grants. AC, is that

22· ·correct?

23· · · · ASST. CHIEF BETTISON: Yes. So for the economy of

24· ·scale purposes, what we did was we combined with the

25· ·city's Grant Writing Department. So we have one position



·1· ·on our site that works very closely with the city. And

·2· ·what we can do is we'll give you the next week a report

·3· ·out of all of the grants that we applied for, because

·4· ·it's a lot more than those 3, so that you can see the

·5· ·whole picture. And thus far we've been doing very good in

·6· ·the grants department. And then also even through the

·7· ·Public Safety Foundation, Patti Kukula, they apply for

·8· ·grants on behalf as well. And we've been awarded grants.

·9· ·So I can wrap that piece of it up in it as well to give a

10· ·total picture of our activity of actively seeking money

11· ·to offset some of the cost of the general budget, the

12· ·general one.

13· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: While you're doing that, look

14· ·out for money for the Commission too. And also for the

15· ·benefit of the Board members, the gentleman that's in

16· ·charge of the Grants Division for the City of Detroit,

17· ·he's a mayoral appointee is Jacelyn Benson's husband as

18· ·Secretary of State.

19· · · · ASST. CHIEF BETTISON: He's actually moved on now.

20· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Oh, he's moved?

21· · · · MR. NAZARKO: Yes.

22· · · · ASST. CHIEF BETTISON: Yes, he's moved. Now it is

23· ·Serene, it's a young lady by the name of Serene and her

24· ·last name is Abdulla, something of that, but she's

25· ·phenomenal as well. Came up under Ryan but Ryan is, I'm



·1· ·not sure where he is, but he moved on.

·2· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Okay.

·3· · · · MR. NAZARKO: Yes, that is correct.

·4· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Thank you for letting me know.

·5· · · · MR. NAZARKO: Yes.

·6· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Well, I see no more hands up.

·7· ·Thank you, sir. We appreciate your budget report.

·8· · · · MR. NAZARKO: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Glad to do it.

·9· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Okay. Ms. White. We're going to

10· ·move to Directive 202.3 Search Warrants and Execution by

11· ·Director Reid Branche-Wilson.

12· · · · MS. WHITE: Yes, sir. Through the Chair, also Deputy

13· ·Chief Marlon Wilson will be presenting out on this

14· ·presentation with Director Branche-Wilson. And please

15· ·know, Honorable Board you have received several documents

16· ·and support material in preparation for today's

17· ·presentation from the Board's Policy Division. And also

18· ·you previously received the department's proposed

19· ·directive on search warrant execution director 202.3.

20· ·Director Branche-Wilson.

21· · · · DIRECTOR BRANCHE-WILSON: Hello, yes. Through the

22· ·Chair. My name is Reid Branche-Wilson. I am the Director

23· ·of Administrative Operations. I am here with DC Wilson,

24· ·DC.

25· · · · DEPUTY CHIEF WILSON: Yes. Through the Chair, Deputy



·1· ·Chief Marlon Wilson, assigned to the Detective Bureau.

·2· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you.

·3· · · · DIRECTOR BRANCHE-WILSON: And I'm going to share my

·4· ·screen and walk through the updates. Oh, Ms. White, if

·5· ·you could allow me the ability to share screens. I'm

·6· ·going to just do a very brief PowerPoint. Thank you so

·7· ·much. Okay. So just wanting to kind of walk through the

·8· ·updates we made in our search warrant policy. This was an

·9· ·existing directive, and really it's about the execution

10· ·of and preparation of search warrants. The key updates

11· ·made to the directive were really about increasing

12· ·supervisory presence in the search warrant process, as

13· ·well as reducing the allowable circumstances for no-knock

14· ·warrants.

15· · · · So in terms of increasing supervisory presence, a

16· ·couple of key changes we made is that a deputy chief

17· ·actually, DC Wilson has to sign off on all narcotics-

18· ·related search warrants before they get sent to the

19· ·prosecutor. In addition, in terms of the supervisory

20· ·presence at the actual scene during the execution of a

21· ·search warrant, we put into policy what was in the

22· ·practice of filling out a risk assessment matrix that

23· ·determines the level of risks associated with each search

24· ·warrant. And then based on that level of risk, it

25· ·determines what supervisor has to be on the scene. So at



·1· ·the very least, a lieutenant will be on the scene for all

·2· ·search warrants, and it can go all the way up to a

·3· ·commander depending on the risk level.

·4· · · · Now, if a search warrant is executed with children

·5· ·present that can only occur if approved by the Chief of

·6· ·Police. And finally just wanted to hit a little bit on

·7· ·the no-knock warrants portion. So the search warrant

·8· ·policy has really restricted the times where the

·9· ·department can conduct no-knock warrants to exigent

10· ·circumstances. So members can only conduct no-knock

11· ·warrants in the instant of imminent threat of loss of

12· ·life or serious injury or a national security risk. And

13· ·all, no-knock warrants must be approved by the Chief of

14· ·Police. So again, just wanted to highlight those changes

15· ·we made to increase supervisory presence throughout the

16· ·process of search warrants, as well as really restricting

17· ·how we are able to use no-knock warrants. So again it's a

18· ·shorter presentation than the last couple of times I've

19· ·been on, but just want to now pause and see if you all

20· ·are okay with DC Wilson adding anything, if he has

21· ·anything before, if you all have any questions.

22· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: So what you're saying is that

23· ·what happened with Breonna Taylor can happen here?

24· · · · DIRECTOR BRANCHE-WILSON: I think, you know, there's

25· ·a lot of - yes, I think that the safeguards that we have



·1· ·created would prevent a situation like that from

·2· ·happening in Detroit.

·3· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: Mr. Chair.

·4· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Commissioner Holley.

·5· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: Yes. Thank you. DC Wilson?

·6· · · · DEPUTY CHIEF WILSON: Yes, sir.

·7· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: I've got several things here,

·8· ·like Lansing police, no more, no-knock, warrants. Why are

·9· ·we knocking? With permission from the Chief, what else?

10· ·Why don't we just, based on the torture of everything

11· ·going into this country, why can't it just be no no-knock

12· ·warrants? Why are we going to ask somebody from the Chief

13· ·to sign off on it or somebody else at that point? Why are

14· ·we just do it and do away with it?

15· · · · DEPUTY CHIEF WILSON: Through this Chair. To answer

16· ·your question, Commissioner Holley, I think the policy

17· ·states - it is very rare that we would ever do a no-knock

18· ·search warrant. Looking at 2019, 2020, and 2021, we have

19· ·not - the vast majority of our warrants are done in a

20· ·traditional manner. So we only carve out that provision

21· ·that we can do it as the policy states, extreme threat

22· ·loss of life or national security.

23· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Commissioner Davis.

24· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Yes. I have a question. Has

25· ·there ever been any thought of perhaps having the Wayne



·1· ·County Prosecutor sign off on no-knock warrants? Don't

·2· ·you think it perhaps should be outside of the department?

·3· · · · DEPUTY CHIEF WILSON: Through the Chair. To answer

·4· ·that question. If we were to do a no-knock warrant, the

·5· ·majority or probably 99% of the time, it would have to go

·6· ·through a traditional method, meaning a prosecutor would

·7· ·have to approve it, attach their P number to it, then it

·8· ·has to go to a judge or magistrate for it to be approved.

·9· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Okay.

10· · · · ASST. CHIEF BETTISON: What I would add to it, there

11· ·are some circumstances where time is of the essence, and

12· ·it could be a person held in a hostage situation. So when

13· ·we're talking about an exigent circumstance going all the

14· ·way up to the Chief of Police, we're not talking about a

15· ·typical like a warrant. Somebody's life is in danger, and

16· ·the officers are going to do that no-knock warrant based

17· ·off of briefing the Chief. And at that point, the

18· ·decision would be made that it's something that's

19· ·imminent, where we're going in through to save a life,

20· ·and an announcement could put the hostage or whomever in

21· ·jeopardy. So just kind of wanted to put it in perspective

22· ·and going that extra layer with time, it could actually

23· ·cause a life to be lost. That is super rare but it could

24· ·happen, but we just don't want to take that toolbox that

25· ·tool away. Just wanted to put that piece in there as



·1· ·well.

·2· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Chief, you have that equipment

·3· ·that lets you see through walls, right? So you can see

·4· ·how many people are in a house. You can get that

·5· ·infrared, whatever that stuff is that heat-seeking and

·6· ·those it's a human being, a dog, a person, you know, you

·7· ·have that technology, right?

·8· · · · ASST. CHIEF BETTISON: I'm not aware of that.

·9· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: The military has it. They can

10· ·tell you how many men are in a plane. You know.

11· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: The heat-sensitive.

12· · · · DEPUTY CHIEF WILSON: Are you talking like a thermal

13· ·imaging device?

14· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Yes.

15· · · · DEPUTY CHIEF WILSON: I'm not aware of any.

16· · · · ASST. CHIEF BETTISON: I really don't think we have

17· ·that. I will have to fact-check that, but I'm almost

18· ·certain that we don't have that ability. Typically we'll

19· ·send a robot in when it’s a barricaded person, a

20· ·situation because we don't know where they are in the

21· ·house. And with our SRT and our resources, we're sending

22· ·a robot in with a camera on it and we're trying to

23· ·determine where the individual is in the house, but I

24· ·will definitely research that and if that technology is

25· ·there, I will be making a request. We'll make a request



·1· ·so that we can get that. But thank you Commissioner

·2· ·Bernard for bringing that up. But if it does exist this

·3· ·department will definitely be requesting it.

·4· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Oh, you know, you could use

·5· ·that and you can shoot them.

·6· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: Linda, you've been watching too

·7· ·much 007.

·8· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Nope. In Latin Sons, we knew

·9· ·that there were seven people in the house. There were 700

10· ·soldiers outside – we have had it for a while.

11· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Okay. Any more questions for ---?

12· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I have another question.

13· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Commissioner Davis.

14· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I was under the impression that

15· ·there was an immediate threat that you don't necessarily

16· ·need approval, you know, from a prosecutor?

17· · · · MS. WHITE: Deputy Chief Wilson.

18· · · · DEPUTY CHIEF WILSON: Do you want to take that AC or

19· ·do you want me to take it?

20· · · · ASST. CHIEF BETTISON: You can take it and I'll chime

21· ·in on it.

22· · · · DEPUTY CHIEF WILSON: So through the Chair, so

23· ·obviously there are two ways. So like when I made my

24· ·statement earlier, I said, majority of the time, a no-

25· ·knock search warrant, will go through the traditional



·1· ·method, but there are times that that AC Bettison carved

·2· ·out where if there is an imminent threat, we can't go

·3· ·away from that process. But it's very rare.

·4· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: And AC Bettison, that's just

·5· ·common sense in terms of a life is in danger, under the

·6· ·circumstance, you'd have to make a judgment call and

·7· ·contrary to what you see on TV every day, it happens

·8· ·sometimes on a city street. That's the reality of

·9· ·policing and just like the firemen, they have to make

10· ·some calls without protocol, but I'm just impressed with

11· ·this department in terms of how they handle search

12· ·warrants. Back in my day, a Sergeant Officer could get a

13· ·warrant. I could get a warrant easily. It was no problem.

14· ·Go walk over to the prosecutor, you know somebody, boom,

15· ·you're gone, but those days are over with. We have

16· ·accountability now. So I just want to commend this DPD in

17· ·terms of the effort we have taken this strenuous

18· ·guideline and the Wayne County Prosecutor is involved

19· ·too. You can't get a warrant without their signature, but

20· ·that involved as you know, Wayne County Prosecutor can

21· ·just tighten up her ship in terms of how he deals with

22· ·those issues. So if there are no more questions?

23· · · · COMMISSIONER JONES: I've got just want too quick.

24· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Yes sir.

25· · · · COMMISSIONER JONES: I did read the documents where



·1· ·there's, I guess, a scoring document that is predicated

·2· ·upon, I guess, the risk to opening a house or whatever

·3· ·the case may be and I understand all of this has to be

·4· ·presented to the prosecutor and a judge ultimately has to

·5· ·sign off on a warrant. Are there any circumstances where,

·6· ·after gathering all this information that a judge refuses

·7· ·to sign off on a warrant? Do you run into that?

·8· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: It's rare, very rare. The

·9· ·police officer's word is gold.

10· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Not really. Judges are accountable

11· ·too, and they would scrutinize that warrant. So I can't

12· ·say it's not rare. It happens sometimes. And they want

13· ·more information. They are just not going to put, in this

14· ·day and age, they just not going to put their signature

15· ·to it, but I'm let DC Wilson respond to that.

16· · · · DEPUTY CHIEF WILSON: Through the Chair. Commissioner

17· ·Bell, you're exactly right. This is a very extensive

18· ·process before it even gets to the prosecutor's office

19· ·and the judge and there is some scrutiny. There are times

20· ·where the judge might ask for additional information and

21· ·we have to go back before the judge to get the warrant

22· ·signed. So this is a very rigorous process go by.

23· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: I just called the Board's

24· ·attention to number 4H where the wait time if the person

25· ·does not - if you do not respond to your door within 30



·1· ·seconds then they could forcibly entry - enter, pardon

·2· ·me. I think that's pretty short. And we had that case

·3· ·last year Commissioner, I mean Mr. Chairman, as you

·4· ·recall, where there was an older man in his house and

·5· ·they came to the door and then it was done by the FBI,

·6· ·and they shot the man. They broke the door down and he

·7· ·was standing there. He was even deaf I think, or

·8· ·something like that and they killed him. But that 30-

·9· ·second thing is a little short, don't you think? I'm

10· ·asking Chief Bettison.

11· · · · ASST. CHIEF BETTISON: So I'll chime in. You know,

12· ·many of the warrants that we do are narcotic related. So

13· ·what occurs is, as soon as they hear police, they're

14· ·flushing dope down the toilet. So, you know, that right

15· ·there creates an issue as well. So if you count out 30

16· ·seconds, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. I'm just at 10.

17· ·You know, we hold the position that is sufficient, you

18· ·know, knocking police announcing it because once you

19· ·announced, it's a lot of scurrying that goes on inside

20· ·that location.

21· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: I just never get to my door in

22· ·30 seconds.

23· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Okay. We got to move on. I just

24· ·want to indicate that the department would provide a

25· ·written response to the questions submitted by the Board



·1· ·addressed general policy issues surrounding conducted

·2· ·search warrant based on the OCI complainant's

·3· ·allegations. If you have any follow-up, you can submit it

·4· ·to Ms. White, and we would pursue those concerns. We want

·5· ·to move on at this time. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Reid.

·6· ·Thank you, DC Wilson.

·7· · · · DEPUTY CHIEF WILSON: Thank you, Commissioner.

·8· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Ms. White.

·9· · · · MS. WHITE: Yes, sir. Through the Chair, Honorable

10· ·Board. Please refer to the agenda for the incoming

11· ·correspondence for this week, and they are as follows.

12· ·Number one, weekly DPD Facial Recognition Technology

13· ·Report for February 15, 2021, through February 21st,

14· ·2021. You also just recently discussed the Directive

15· ·202.3 Search Warrant and Execution Policy. Also, the

16· ·Board received the Office of the Inspector General's

17· ·draft memorandum for case numbers 200018 and 200021.

18· ·Also, the Office of the Inspector General’s cover letter

19· ·was included as well as the amended hearing rules adopted

20· ·April 8th, 2020.

21· · · · Additionally, you have received various staff

22· ·reports, including your weekly Board packet. And please

23· ·note regarding the Board's 2019 Annual Report, the Board

24· ·recently received the printed copy, the printed report

25· ·this week based on COVID-19 restrictions that were



·1· ·lifted. However, the Board previously received the Annual

·2· ·Report back in December electronically where almost 6,000

·3· ·subscribers received the Annual Report. So again, the

·4· ·hard copies are now available at limited public libraries

·5· ·that are now open due to continued COVID-19 restrictions.

·6· ·And that also concludes the staff reports. And then just

·7· ·an update regarding the NACOLES requests for proposals

·8· ·regarding the upcoming NACOLES annual conference. The

·9· ·Board staff is preparing submissions for the NACOLES

10· ·webinars and different educational sessions to be held

11· ·during the annual conference and we will provide current

12· ·updates to you as the deadline approaches to submit those

13· ·requests for a proposal, but we just wanted to provide an

14· ·update that we are currently preparing to submit requests

15· ·for proposals for the annual conference. Thank you.

16· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you, Ms. White. I just will

17· ·make reference to the Office of Inspector General Report.

18· ·I think it's important to make an announcement on this.

19· ·The allegations were filed by our former attorney

20· ·Jermaine Wyrick. He filed several complaints with OIG,

21· ·alleged and abuse of authority by Board Chair Bell, and

22· ·Board Secretary Ms. White. Based on the information

23· ·provided by Mr. Wyrick during this interview, OIG

24· ·initiated an investigation to address the following

25· ·allegation and in closing, I'm not going to go into



·1· ·detail. You have this report before you, but I think in

·2· ·conclusion was this: While we found no evidence that the

·3· ·leadership met in secret or shared selected information

·4· ·with only certain members of the Board, we recommend all

·5· ·members of the Board work together as a Body and be

·6· ·mindful of the public image the Board is creating when

·7· ·they meet. Basically what they are saying is that

·8· ·primarily there was no foundation to all the allegations

·9· ·and some of the Commissioners have cited on several

10· ·occasions about secret meetings and other activities, but

11· ·OIG looked into this in detail and they had no finding of

12· ·that is inclusion. So read the report and hopefully, you

13· ·can digest it and we can be more of a meaningful Body.

14· ·Our next item would be unfinished business.

15· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Through the Chair.

16· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Commissioner Davis.

17· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Okay. Under unfinished business,

18· ·like last week. I know there was, at least, a couple of

19· ·people. I know one of them got his hand up, Scotty

20· ·Bowman, who wasn't able to speak. So hopefully everyone

21· ·that has their hand up that was on time will be able to

22· ·speak.

23· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Yes, sir. We will make sure we log

24· ·in individually on the call. We call it confirmation on

25· ·that process. I don't monitor that myself and the staff



·1· ·report out on that in terms of follow-up on that. Okay.

·2· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: Under unfinished business.

·3· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Commissioner Burton.

·4· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: Question for Assistant Chief

·5· ·Bettison. Some time ago, a little while ago, I put

·6· ·something on record asking for the police and emergency

·7· ·response time for 1401 chene, which is Parkview Place.

·8· ·There was a fire that occurred on January 19th. You know,

·9· ·don't expect you to have it in front of you, but if

10· ·someone from the department can bring that to the Board

11· ·next week I still like to know what the police and

12· ·emergency response time for that building. Many of the

13· ·seniors have reached out. And the last question for

14· ·unfinished business is pertaining to facial recognition,

15· ·we saw in New York where law enforcement kind of pullback

16· ·our facial recognition in regards to our youth. What

17· ·happens when facial recognition you know, software's ran

18· ·and it has our youth and comes to find or adult for that

19· ·purpose and that person happens to be the wrong person.

20· ·What steps are the Detroit Police Department taking or

21· ·will take to remove their image from the database? Once

22· ·again, many people in our community in the black and

23· ·brown community felt like this is a virtual lineup. And

24· ·you know, this is not accepted in our community

25· ·whatsoever, but the community wants to know what steps



·1· ·are DPD willing to take and are taken.

·2· · · · ASST. CHIEF BETTISON: Commissioner, in response to

·3· ·your question, I will definitely follow up and get you

·4· ·that information for next week in regards to Chene. And

·5· ·the second part, as far as New York, DPD has a strenuous

·6· ·policy when it comes to protocols established for facial

·7· ·recognition. I know the Chief just did an interview on

·8· ·CBS 60 Minutes with Anderson Cooper and their folks

·9· ·acknowledged that with them looking at all the other

10· ·departments in policies where they utilize facial

11· ·recognition, that the Detroit Police Department policy is

12· ·the most strenuous. And I know that looking at it, the

13· ·Board in short, sitting back multiple times and it will

14· ·be strengthened and enhanced.

15· · · · So I think that when all is said and done, we'll be

16· ·the model for the country as more departments and places

17· ·do utilize facial recognition, we will become the model

18· ·and in regards to young folks or, you know, taking images

19· ·out. If you're not already in our mugshot book, meaning

20· ·some type of, you know, been arrested, that's what we

21· ·pull from. So, individuals that have, that are below age,

22· ·or haven't been processed yet, it's not just pulling from

23· ·the general population when we've run it. So individuals

24· ·already have a criminal history of some sort. And so

25· ·that's the database that we are utilizing. And if we run



·1· ·a pic and we don't get a match, we don't get a hit, we

·2· ·don't do anything with it. So it doesn't go anywhere

·3· ·because we only utilize it as a lead. It's not a fishing

·4· ·expedition at all. So I hope that that answered your

·5· ·question. I answered it more so in layman's terms, but I

·6· ·know Captain Tosqui has given numerous presentations and

·7· ·can, you know, continue to give you more insight. But I

·8· ·answered it just in plain talk. But I hope that answers

·9· ·your question.

10· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: Through the Chair.

11· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: Assistant Chief. I'm going to

12· ·be emailing you this upcoming week, say early in the

13· ·week. I do have some work concerns about this, but I will

14· ·email you this upcoming week if that's okay.

15· · · · ASST. CHIEF BETTISON: Of course -

16· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Commissioner Burton, I suggest

17· ·that you really connect with Captain Tosqui. He's been

18· ·very thorough in terms of this concern along with AC

19· ·Bettison. I think they can really respond to your

20· ·concern. Commissioner Holt.

21· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: Point of order Mr. Chair.

22· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLT: Right? Yes. Thank you. Thank you.

23· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Yes, ma'am.

24· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLT: NACOLES put on a webinar. I

25· ·believe it was yesterday, and what Ms. White has done is



·1· ·emailed all the Commissioners the slide show from that

·2· ·presentation. And as AC Bettison has mentioned, the world

·3· ·is watching the facial recognition technology policy as

·4· ·it relates to DPD. And in some examples, other

·5· ·municipalities attempting to pattern that policy. The

·6· ·presentation also is so intense and so comprehensive.

·7· ·It's a learning tool for any person who is still confused

·8· ·about the technology that's used. The presentation even

·9· ·spoke about ShotSpotters. So again, we have a learning

10· ·tool accessible to us. There's not - I believe the

11· ·presentation was almost like an hour and a half. So we

12· ·Commissioners have access to those slides presentation

13· ·that would help us, also perhaps better understand how

14· ·facial recognition is used and because the presentation

15· ·is against the use of technology buying other courses

16· ·again, you see that the policy that was created for DPD

17· ·will support any allegations made by DPD as it relates to

18· ·perhaps identifying someone in the area. So again, I'm

19· ·suggesting we look at that slide show that Ms. White

20· ·shared with us.

21· · · · ASST. CHIEF BETTISON: And I know Captain Tosqui is

22· ·on the line, so if time permits.

23· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Unfortunate time does not permit.

24· ·We're not going to debate. It's not on the agenda. We're

25· ·going to try to move on. But Captain Tosqui has come



·1· ·before. Any Commissioner has any concern share it with

·2· ·Captain Tosqui, and we would perhaps debate that in the

·3· ·near future, but we have to move on, on our agenda.

·4· ·Commissioner Jones.

·5· · · · COMMISSIONER JONES: Yes, I just had one thing to add

·6· ·for AC Bettison., You know, I've worked out in the

·7· ·streets for a number of years. And I got mothers that I

·8· ·speak with on a weekly basis that I've lost sons and

·9· ·daughters in the street. Some of these cases or a lot of

10· ·them are unsolved at this particular point, but they

11· ·wished that they had this kind of technology that was

12· ·available to them when they lost their family member,

13· ·they wished they had programs like ShotSpotter,

14· ·Greenlight, and facial recognition to help to try and get

15· ·justice for these families. I talk to them every week. I

16· ·see the pain that they go through on Facebook because

17· ·they're constantly up there posting memorials about sons

18· ·and daughters. So I thank the Detroit Police Department

19· ·for the policies that are being created back to help us

20· ·to keep control, to keep a lid on this thing so that it's

21· ·used properly. If anything, I would like to work even

22· ·harder to try to increase or enhance those policies so

23· ·that we make sure that we're staying on the right side of

24· ·the law and we stand on the right side of history. Thank

25· ·you.



·1· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you. Any new business.

·2· · · · COMMISSIONER BROWN: Through the Chair.

·3· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Yes, sir.

·4· · · · COMMISSIONER BROWN: I just have a request to the

·5· ·Interim Secretary and Interim Chief Investigator. I was

·6· ·contacted by a reporter talking about a CCR number that

·7· ·I'd like to get a copy of, and it's a CCR 69012. And I

·8· ·had a little concern, it would be processed with

·9· ·everything that was going on with this particular CCR. So

10· ·I liked them to get me a copy of it, and I could pick it

11· ·up at the office.

12· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Ms. White will pursue it, but

13· ·keep, keep in mind all the confidentiality, if you're

14· ·responding to a report that we don't share that

15· ·information.

16· · · · COMMISSIONER BROWN: Yes. This is all the public

17· ·information that she has given to me so far. And I just

18· ·want a copy of the file.

19· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Well --

20· · · · COMMISSIONER BROWN: And this think about all the

21· ·other things and the confidentiality piece of different

22· ·statements and stuff like that, but somehow this reporter

23· ·has retrieved and this information was sent to her. So

24· ·I'm only going to respond to what she has given me, but I

25· ·did see a loop in there and a gap that I want to address.



·1· ·I did not see the entire report.

·2· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: We will have some dialogue on

·3· ·that. Thank you. Commissioner Bernard.

·4· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Under new business, just two

·5· ·things really quickly. I had an opportunity to see the

·6· ·commission's budget recently. Ms. White was kind enough

·7· ·to share it with me and I just said, Lord, you know that

·8· ·we're significantly under budget in terms of our

·9· ·spending. I'm concerned about that. And I think that

10· ·maybe, some Commissioners may want to get together. We

11· ·need to address that and try to get our - I mean because

12· ·we're going to lose money if we don't spend our money. So

13· ·we're really way off, as I recall, about 50%.

14· · · · Secondly, I wanted to ask Mr. Chairman, if we could

15· ·possibly go back to the process that we had when I was

16· ·affiliated with the Board before. And I think Reverend

17· ·Holley was there and everything as well. When we had a

18· ·weekly report on citizen complaints. The gentleman that

19· ·calls us every week, Minister Eric, I believe his name is

20· ·Hopskin or something. He's correct. Our most important

21· ·duty is really to protect citizens and look at if in fact

22· ·there is any police abuse of people's civil rights and

23· ·only hearing about it once a month or 12 times a year is

24· ·not really meeting our fiduciary responsibility. As you

25· ·recall, Pam gave us a weekly report.



·1· · · · It was really important to the Board and really

·2· ·important to the community that we hear from the office,

·3· ·you know, from in this instance, at that point it was

·4· ·Pam. But I really would like the Board to consider us

·5· ·moving that as a weekly agenda item that we get a report

·6· ·from OCI on the Office of Citizens Investigations so that

·7· ·we can know what's going on. I'm embarrassed when we are

·8· ·criticized.

·9· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Commissioner Bernard, we can do a

10· ·weekly report. We trying to work that up now. We'd be

11· ·starting,

12· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Oh, thank you. Thank you very

13· ·much Mr. Chair.

14· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: We are not losing money, but we

15· ·will be reporting out. Yes ma'am. Commissioner Davis.

16· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Thank you Mr. Chair.

17· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I would just like to say, I have

18· ·also been asking to see our budget for months. I find

19· ·that alarming that one Commissioner has seen it but I

20· ·still have not.

21· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: We sent it to all the

22· ·Commissioners, all the Commissioners. We sent it out and

23· ·we will have a budget forwarded in two weeks for this

24· ·fiscal period. So all the Commissioners, check your

25· ·email, check your package. We send it all out.



·1· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I will re-check it, sir.

·2· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Okay. Thank you. Oh, we're going

·3· ·to move on to the announcements, Mr. Brown.

·4· · · · MR ROB BROWN: Yes. Good afternoon, Mr. Chair and

·5· ·this Honorable Board.

·6· · · · COMMISSIONER BROWN: Mr. Chairman, I think

·7· ·Commissioner Holley had his hand up.

·8· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Commissioner Bernard, could you

·9· ·pause, please. Mr. Brown, go ahead.

10· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: No, it's ---

11· · · · COMMISSIONER BROWN: Commissioner Holley had his hand

12· ·up.

13· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Just pause for a minute.

14· ·Commissioner Holley.

15· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: I just had a couple of

16· ·announcements. Is that okay?

17· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Yes. Go ahead.

18· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: Okay. For March, every second

19· ·Friday of the month, we’re giving away food for 500

20· ·families every second, and fourth Friday of the month.

21· ·And also in my clinic here we have given vaccinations to

22· ·people who are 65 and older, starting on March 8th. On

23· ·March 28th partnering up with Miejers Grocery Store. I

24· ·just want to make sure that people who want the

25· ·vaccination, they can call me here at the church and I



·1· ·will make sure that they get it. Thank you.

·2· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you.

·3· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: Thank you, Reverend Holley, thank

·4· ·you so much.

·5· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Any other announcements?

·6· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Can you repeat that, if you

·7· ·don't mind, Jim. I didn't

·8· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Can we send it out? Ms. White will

·9· ·send it out.

10· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Okay.

11· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Okay. Any other announcements by

12· ·the Commissioners? Any other announcement before we turn

13· ·it over to Mr. Brown. Mr. Brown, go ahead.

14· · · · MR ROB BROWN: Yes. Good afternoon, again, Mr. Chair,

15· ·and this Honorable Board. These are your weekly

16· ·announcement. The next BOPC virtual meeting will be on

17· ·March 4th, 2021 at 3:00 pm. The next community meeting

18· ·would be March 11, 2021, at 3:00 pm. I mean, downtown

19· ·service will be completed during that time. Mr. Chair,

20· ·I'll go straight into oral communication.

21· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you.

22· · · · MR. ROB BROWN: You currently have five speakers. Let

23· ·me get my screen back here. Your first three speakers

24· ·would be Ms. Bernie Smith followed by Ms. Sharon Parnell

25· ·followed by Minister Eric Blunt.



·1· · · · MS. SMITH: Good afternoon Commissioners. Before I

·2· ·forget, I would love everybody to give kudos to Ms.

·3· ·Melody White. She has done a beautiful job. She's doing a

·4· ·beautiful job and I'm sure she will continue to do a

·5· ·wonderful job. We don't give her enough credit. We

·6· ·complain all the time about what we don't have in the

·7· ·packages, so forth. Let her know that you appreciate what

·8· ·she's doing. Okay. Bettison, wonderful to see you and

·9· ·hear you today. And also Wilson. I haven't talked to you

10· ·or seen you in a long time. You tell your dad to get his

11· ·shot because I got mine, because I know he's of age

12· ·because he's our former police chief in his time. He was

13· ·a wonderful chief. So you tell him, I said, so - get his

14· ·shot.

15· · · · Also. I would like to know how I can get involved,

16· ·not involved, but get information on that ShotSpotter

17· ·program that you had. You remember, you mentioned about

18· ·two weeks ago and I made an announcement that my car on

19· ·the fender was shot. Bettison he saw it, I'd taken it

20· ·down there to the Chief, to the headquarters and he saw

21· ·it. So I would like to know what I can do in regards to

22· ·that. Do I have to get in touch with White and she can

23· ·tell me what direction to go in. Because I certainly will

24· ·do that. And I just want all of you guys to know, get

25· ·your shot. It is important. I got mine and I'm older than



·1· ·all of you down there. So if I got the nerve to get my

·2· ·shot, you get nerve because the Lord will take care of

·3· ·you, whatever you do. So get your shot. Please. Go and do

·4· ·that. The Mayor is proud of me because I called him and

·5· ·told him I got my shot, but anyway, get those shots,

·6· ·fellows. I'm going on my second one on the 3rd of March

·7· ·and I'm not scared. So take care and may God bless all of

·8· ·you down there and take care of yourself. Put that mask

·9· ·on. Take care.

10· · · · MS. PARNELL: Good evening. My name is Sharon

11· ·Parnell. I'm so concerned about those shootings on the

12· ·freeway. I hope they come up with a solution to find out

13· ·how to stop all the shootings. That's the only thing I

14· ·have to say today. You all stay safe. God bless.

15· · · · MR. ROB BROWN: Minister Eric Blunt.

16· · · · MINISTER BLUNT: Yes. Can you hear me, Board?

17· · · · MR. ROB BROWN: Yes.

18· · · · MINISTER BLUNT: Yes. This is Minister Eric Blunt

19· ·from Sacred Heart Catholic Church. I participated in this

20· ·past Saturday's peaceful protests by Detroit Will Breath

21· ·against the 10th Precinct and its continued frustration

22· ·of the police involvement in evictions. I thank

23· ·Commissioner Davis for not letting it go, but some of the

24· ·critical issues are still outstanding. First, exactly

25· ·what level of discipline was measured out for the



·1· ·officers involved and their chain of command? Second, how

·2· ·many other officers have been involved in evictions as

·3· ·this situation becomes more critical and in the public

·4· ·eye, more and more people are coming forward, bearing

·5· ·witness that this has happened to them as well.

·6· · · · On the issue of warrants, a higher level of approval

·7· ·if children are involved, but how can anyone know for

·8· ·sure that children are not involved? Unless this thing is

·9· ·a hundred percent sure all the time we need to stop it

10· ·just like Lansing and the 32nd rule in waiting, as

11· ·another Commissioner said, who can get to their door in

12· ·30 seconds. For facial recognition technology stop all

13· ·the happy talk. DPD started using facial recognition

14· ·technology without a policy in place. Then once people

15· ·who had been falsely identified, filed lawsuits, then a

16· ·policy was developed facial recognition technology and

17· ·ShotSpotter has not proven to decrease crime or increase

18· ·the rate of solving crimes. I yield my time.

19· · · · MR ROB BROWN:· Mr. Chair, your next two speakers

20· ·would be CAC Chairperson, Scotty Bowman followed by Ms.

21· ·Michelle George. Mr. Bowman.

22· · · · MR. BOWMAN: Okay. Can you hear me?

23· · · · MR ROB BROWN: Yes.

24· · · · MR. BOWMAN: Okay. Hello. Thank you, Commissioner

25· ·Davis, for bringing up how I was shut out last week. I



·1· ·wasn't acknowledged at the beginning of this meeting as

·2· ·an elected official, either. We meet on the second day,

·3· ·the community advisory council, which I am chair meets on

·4· ·the second Monday of each month at 7:00 pm. And you can

·5· ·visit d4 cac.org for more information about that. I do

·6· ·like the changes to the no-knock policy, but there wasn't

·7· ·a no-knock warrant with Breonna Taylor. She was the

·8· ·victim of a de facto no-knock raid, however, where they

·9· ·say they shouted out police or something first, but then

10· ·after that just went on in. We still need to ensure that

11· ·people being served other warrants are aware of the

12· ·lawful warrant before putting any force on them and

13· ·forcing personal lifestyle laws is not sufficient cause

14· ·to endanger a person's life while serving any warrant.

15· ·Finally, the DPDs favorite woman beater, Dwayne Jones had

16· ·a hearing yesterday and has a motion hearing on April

17· ·12th at the 36th District Court. If any of you can shed

18· ·more light on what that's about, I'd be happy to hear

19· ·about it. Thank you.

20· · · · MR ROB BROWN:· Mr. Chair, I'm trying to find - okay,

21· ·Ms. Michelle George.

22· · · · MS. GEORGE: Okay. You can hear me, Mr. Brown, and

23· ·Honorable Board.

24· · · · MR ROB BROWN: Yes.

25· · · · MS. GEORGE: Okay. So the Chair Bell and Honorable



·1· ·Board and yes, Ms. White is doing a good job. I know a

·2· ·lot is on her. I wanted to and first thing, AC Bettison,

·3· ·also for reaching out to me answering some questions, but

·4· ·I wanted to let Ms. Parnell know, I read on my phone, in

·5· ·the paper where the Michigan State Police mentioned that

·6· ·a lot of beefs are happening on the freeway because of

·7· ·the success with the Greenlight project in the city. So

·8· ·they're starting to take their beefs on the freeway. So

·9· ·we also have to reach out to the Chief of Police. I'm

10· ·going to get a letter to write to the Chief of Police

11· ·about the surveillance scene on the freeway and the

12· ·governor. Also, absolutely the facial recognition policy,

13· ·was not a policy in place.

14· · · · Now, the only thing Senator Lucido, which is the

15· ·Macomb County Prosecutor, had put a Bill in place with

16· ·facial recognition because those communities did not want

17· ·it. No one is saying no one wanted their, because I've

18· ·had a close family member killed in the city. No one is

19· ·saying that facial recognition is not a success, but

20· ·however, in black skin, it's the issue. And that was the

21· ·problem. No policy was done and that money could have

22· ·gone into the pockets of police for salaries. So that's

23· ·what we're saying. We're not saying nobody's murder

24· ·should not be solved, Commissioner.

25· · · · What we're saying is that in other communities like



·1· ·Lavonia, they didn't want facial recognition, but Detroit

·2· ·said, no, why can't we say no to facial recognition?

·3· ·That's what we're saying, inequities. A lot of programs

·4· ·across the country, Amazon is saying no. So that's our

·5· ·issue with that. It's the disparities and the racism that

·6· ·continues among our people. So I just want to say that as

·7· ·we continue forward with the shootings Ms. Parnell looks

·8· ·up the Michigan State Police, when one of the lieutenants

·9· ·made a comment, why the shootings have increased. Oh, and

10· ·we have to get with them because of the Greenlight

11· ·project's success. I guess the criminals know in Detroit

12· ·and they're doing their beefs on the freeway.

13· · · · MR ROB BROWN: Mr. Chair that was your last speaker.

14· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you, Mr. Brown.

15· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: Mr. Chair, I move that we adjourn.

16· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Second.

17· · · · COMMISSIONER JONES: Second.

18· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: It's been properly moved and

19· ·second. Discussion. Those in favor. Aye.

20· · · · ALL: Aye.

21· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you. The motion passed.

22

23· · · · · · · ·(Meeting Adjourned 4:43 p.m.)

24

25
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